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The members
make the club
President’s message
Central Chapter is off and
Paddling
This issue of Ebb & Flow will find many KNL members enjoying our annual
Kayaker’s Retreat. The range of activities this year is impressive and sure to be
enjoyable. I encourage you to take a moment during the weekend to thank Betsy
Willson, Geoff Minielly, and their organizing committee for their dedication and
long hours of preparation that went into making this such a successful event. And
have a great time!
You'll find this spring and summer's Calendar of Events enclosed with the
newsletter. The list of KNL events this year is nothing short of amazing. The club
is offering its most ambitious program ever of whitewater paddling, sea kayak day
trips and overnights, and community events like the Avondale clean-up. Your
Board of Directors went all out to greatly expand the diversity of activities.
A special thanks goes to the KNL Central Chapter, which has grown from a great
idea into a powerhouse of energy in a few short months. If you ever needed an
excuse to paddle in Notre Dame Bay, White Bay, Badger Chute, or the Exploits,
now is your chance. Kayaking in Central Newfoundland is about to be
transformed by a committed group of individuals working together.
Congratulations folks! You deserve a huge pat on the back!
Not to be out-done, Deanne Penney in Corner Brook is heading up efforts to
invigorate the West Coast Chapter of KNL. Paddlers in western Newfoundland
only have to look to the Central Chapter to see the benefits of year-round club
activities. Please get involved and lend a hand. The rewards are huge.
On the whitewater scene, Kev England and friends hosted a wonderful Piper's
Hole Rodeo on 16-17 April. Whitewater enthusiasts came from near and far to
take part, and the event drew a big crowd of spectators. See photos from the
events on the club website.
Finally, months of hard work by Richard Alexander, Darren McDonald, and Dan
Miller paid off with the creation of the Newfoundland & Labrador Paddling
Association (NLPA) on 28 April. KNL has joined with Tumblehome Recreational
Canoeing Club to form a provincial paddling association, to represent our interests
at the Canadian Recreational Canoeing Association. Don't worry, this is not
another club to join. KNL members are automatically members of the NLPA. At
long last, kayakers here have a strong voice in setting the CRCA kayak training
programs. Richard was voted the first president of the NLPA.
I am immensely proud to be associated with such a great bunch of paddlers. KNL
is moving kayaking ahead by leaps and bounds. Have fun and play safe this
summer.
Neil

Central Kayakers have a Productive 2004 Season
Peter Haliburton
During the early summer of 2004 a concerted effort was
made by several sea kayakers in Central Newfoundland to
create an informal network of paddling buddies. The main
reason for this was to ensure that no one had to engage in the
unsafe practice of kayaking alone, and to form a support
group for those new to the sport.
The first event, a Sea Kayak Safety Practice Day, was held on
June 26th. Five people, hailing from Lewisporte, Embree,
Laurenceton, and Seldom, attended. It consisted of a morning
session on Woolfrey's Pond in Lewisporte followed by an
afternoon paddle from Powderhouse Cove, Embree to the
sandbar at Birchy Island Tickle. The day ended with a
decision to meet at the pond every Tuesday evening to
continue working on skills.
Canoe Hill Adventures of Laurenceton generously provided a
discounted rental rate for these sessions to allow those
without equipment to participate. That helped make it
possible to have a maximum of nine kayakers on the water
for a couple of the evenings. It was quite a spectacle for the
many people enjoying a stroll over the boardwalk around the
pond. Occasionally, they would stop to ask questions about
kayaking, and sometimes even join in on the water.
Using e-mail as the main means of communication, a rapidly
expanding list of paddlers was started. It soon included
people from all over the island who were interested in
kayaking on Notre Dame Bay. Being linked together over the
internet allowed for an easy flow of information for choosing
the best locations to paddle, where to launch, and who could
attend. Many friendships were made, and new sea kayaking
areas discovered. Two examples of trips the Central Kayakers
went on are included below.
In September, some of the members of the group were
contacted by the executive of Kayak Newfoundland and
Labrador regarding the possible formation of a Central
Chapter. After some discussion, a meeting was arranged for
December 4 at Grand Falls-Windsor. Fourteen people from
the region attended, with two of the KNL executive, Neil
Burgess and Richard Alexander, participating via speaker
phone from St. John's. A committee was formed with
representatives from different parts of Central, plus an elected
person to act as a liaison between the KNL executive and the
Central Chapter. They were Harvey Rice, Springdale area,
Carol Ann Hayden, Grand Falls-Windsor area, Colin
Hiscock, Lewisporte area, and Sharon Freake from the
Gander area. Colin Hiscock was also elected liaison to the
KNL board.
Colin has since decided to resign from this position due to
possible conflicts with his job as a Boating Safety Officer
with Transport Canada. Stepping in to fill the void were
Judith and Rex Russell as co-Lewisporte area representatives,
and Carol Ann Hayden as the KNL liaison. Carol Ann herself
has since become unable to continue in office, so the

positions currently held by her will need to be filled in the
near future.
With over 40 names now on the e-mailing list, the completion
of more than a dozen group sea kayaking trips, and the
formation of the Central Chapter, it was a full and productive
paddling season. As an added bonus, three of the Tuesday
evening regulars, Chris, George and Peter all rolled their
kayaks unassisted for the first time at the second last session.
With more events and outings being planned, 2005 looks to
be an even better year for the local paddlers. Everyone is
invited to come and join us in what we feel is Newfoundland
and Labrador's paddling paradise, Notre Dame Bay.
Dildo Run paddle
Location: Parkview (N49 31.56 W054 45.35) to Coaker and
Dog Islands
Maps/Charts: 002E10, 4863, 4862
Paddling Time: 5.5 to 6 hours
Approx. Distance: 21 km/11 nm
Pace: Leisurely at 4 kph/2 kn
Participants: Colin, George, Margie, Peter, Ronnie (visiting
from New Zealand)
Weather: Sunny and warm, winds: virtually none
Colin, George and Peter met at the Lewisporte Mall, and got
on the road before 9:00 a.m. Arrival at Parkview was around
10:00 a.m., with Margie and Ronnie arriving shortly
afterwards.

Getting ready for launch at Parkview
On the water, heading in a generally easterly direction, the
tide gave us a little push. Following the shoreline closely, we
had fun skirting in around the rocks and finding routes
through shallow sections. We also checked for possible
landing and camping sites for future trips. The number of
small bait fish in the area was incredible. About 12:30 p.m.
we found a little cove, with a pleasant babbling brook
running into it, and stopped for lunch.
Cont’d next page
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Central Kayakers, cont’d
Back on the water we saw a fox running along a beach. At a
good distance away, it paused briefly to take a curious look at
us, and then took off again. Opposite Coaker Island, we cut
across the run to make our return loop, and get some shelter
from the light, but cooling SE wind. Once there, however, it
dropped out completely.
While watching an eagle fly overhead we discovered an empty
osprey's nest sitting on a low spire of rock next to us.

“Depression Point” by Peter) on the east side where we stopped
for lunch.
On the return leg, Chris and George, who wanted to get back as
soon as possible, headed straight across the open water for the
vehicles, while Sharon and Peter took the scenic route around
the eastern side of Birchy Island. They paused briefly for a leg
stretch and snack on the sandbar in the tickle.

Rather than head back by the shortest route, we took advantage
of the tidal current to speed us down around Dog Island, and
then zigzag our way across through the many rocks and islands
to Parkview.
The trip took place from Parkview up along the shore past Dildo
Run Provincial Park, and out among the islands of Dildo Run.
There is a good beach (but narrow at high tide) near a
fisherman's stage off the first road to the left after you get on the
Parkview road. A 2 km trail from the park to Black Head makes
a convenient escape route, or a nice hike, if you happen to be
staying in the park.
The coastline offers many little coves with streams and places to
pitch a tent. Tidal currents can be strong through the run, so it is
wise to plan on having them going the same direction you are.
With so many islands you can easily get confused and lost, so
pay particular attention to your navigation. All the islands also
mean there are many different routes to choose from, so you can
come back to this area again and again, and still see something
new.
Ochre Pit Island
Location: Fox's Dock (N49 19.18' W055 03.28') to Ochre Pit
Island (N49 24.75' W055 03.11')
Maps/Charts: 002E06, 002E07, 4595, 4865
Paddling Time: 5.5 to 6 hours
Approx. Distance: 29 km/16 nm
Pace: Steady at 5 kph/2.5 kn
Participants: Chris, George, Peter, Sharon S. (visiting from
Mount Pearl)
Weather: Sunny and cool, winds: light NE
Ochre Pit Island is a destination several groups had thought
about visiting while out for a paddle last summer, but for one
reason or another hadn't quite made it. By 9:15 a.m. on this
attempt, kayaks were slipping into the water. The cool northeast
wind was blowing right onto the beach at Fox's Dock, and the
wetsuits were welcome insulation while loading the boats. It
didn't take long, however, before we were warmed up and
underway beneath nearly cloudless skies.
To make sure we arrived at our destination this time out, we
traveled a bit off shore, taking a more direct track, and by 11:35
a.m., we had all landed on Ochre Pit Island. The island is
significant for the actual ochre pit on the west side where the
Beothuk would obtain the red substance they covered
themselves with, and also for the several ancient, possibly
Paleoeskimo, house pits located on a point (nicknamed
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Snack break at Birchy Island (photo - Peter Haliburton)

A small motorboat stopped us shortly after we were back on the
water, and the occupants were surprised, as people usually are,
to find that we were locals, and not visitors from another
country. Apparently, the number of tourists may still outnumber
the actual resident kayakers. Passing through Shoal Tickle put
us on the reverse course we came out on, and we surfed small
waves most of the way back to the beach. We arrived safely in
time to have the kayaks unpacked and loaded for road
transportation by 17:00 p.m.
The waters near Ochre Pit Island are exposed to winds and seas
from just about any direction. Shelter from them, even hugging
the coast, is available only at various places along the curving
shoreline. The voyage is best done on a day with light winds, or
an experienced crew. The longest crossing is only about 1.6 km,
but there is a huge west/east fetch between Birchy Island and
Spruce Islands Tickle.
The beach, if you can call it that, on the eastern side of Ochre
Pit Island is rather steep and rocky, so landing can be a bit hard
on the bottom of your kayak. Once ashore, there is a rough trail
to the right which takes you over a bank and out to the point.
Paddling to the western side of the island, you can view the
namesake ochre pit. Landing there for a closer look inside may
be possible under the proper conditions of tide and wind, but we
didn't have time to make the attempt. Southwest Bottom, as
called on the charts (aka Fox's/Foxes/ Foulke's/Falk's Dock - no
one knows what the actual local name is), is a lovely launching
spot on the highway between Embree and Little Burnt Bay with
a long sandy beach, and lots of parking. You can camp there too.

Group Dynamics
Chris Buchanan
It was somewhat ironic that I was planning this article when
the last issue of Ebb & Flow appeared in my mailbox.
Inserted in the issue were the club guidelines for both
whitewater and sea kayaking trips. A pretty well thought out
set of procedures to help trip leaders provide enjoyable and
safe paddling trips. However, safety is all about reiteration
and a few additional comments should help to keep them at
the forefront of paddlers' thoughts.

How a group paddles together is just as important, if not
more so, than the actual number of people in the group.
Every trip down a river requires a certain degree of structure
in order to maintain a safe and enjoyable trip. The standard
procedure for groups of whitewater paddlers is to designate
lead and sweep boats. The individuals selected for these
leadership positions should be the two most competent
paddlers within the group.

Recently, Newfoundland and Labrador has experienced a
growth spurt in whitewater paddling. Growth is great for the
sport; resulting in new rivers being run, more people to boat
with, and most importantly, new pods paddling together. For
many of these groups, it is their first strokes away from the
safety net of a vigilant instructor. Every paddler must take
this first step, but it is important to do so safely. Hopefully,
this article will provide insights to make everyone's paddling
experience safer.

The primary role of the lead boat is to paddle slightly ahead
of the group; setting the pace and identifying river hazards
(horizon lines, pour-overs, log jams, etc.) before the group
blindly paddles into danger. The sweep boater is always the
last kayak down the river. It is his/her responsibility to
ensure that each eddy is clear and that no other kayaker has
gotten into trouble unobserved. Often the sweep boater is the
first paddler to respond to swimmers in continuous sections
of whitewater where the lead boat cannot directly observe the
following group.

The optimal size of a safe paddling group is a much debated
subject in the world of whitewater kayaking. Answers range
from one to infinity, but an optimal group size must lie within
that range. Kayakers generally agree that solo kayak trips are
living on the edge. If anything goes wrong, there is no
recourse to the throw rope or z-drag, adding significantly to
the difficulty of any given river. On the other end of the scale
was an 11 person trip down the Northwest River several years
ago. I swore to never paddle in a group that big again due to
all the complications - many swimmers, a broken ear drum,
and a lost paddle. It seems that the optimal number of
paddlers is greater than one and much, much less than
infinity.
Perhaps Canada's top kayaking schools provide the best guide
for the optimal group size. These institutions guarantee 1:5
(instructor:student) ratios, suggesting that optimal group sizes
are something in the order of six paddlers. Another good
guide to group size is the type of rescues that may be
necessary on any given river. If you paddle low volume
creeks with undercuts and sieves, it is best to have a
minimum of three paddlers in case rope and pulley work or
tethered swimmer rescues are required.
Video cameras might be another factor in determining group
size. Ask yourself who is tossing the throw bag in the event
of a swim, probably not the guy with the expensive
electronics. It would seem prudent to include a few extra
paddlers if you plan on being a video star. The number four,
as per KNL recommendations, is a reasonable number. This
provides people to run safety and the camera. It also allows
two paddlers to safely continue downstream in search of help
in the event of a serious injury. So, what do you do if 11
people show up for your paddling trip? Well, it might be best
to split up into two groups. This makes small eddies more
manageable, and it definitely makes it easier to shepherd
weaker paddlers through the rapids.

Chris & buddies at the take-out on the Piper’s Hole River
(photo - Dave MacDonald)

The lead boater must maintain a visual communication link
with the sweep boater to ensure his/her safety. More than one
sweep boater has been caught in a strainer/log jam or a sticky
hole; requiring the rescue efforts of the group without their
knowledge.
The lead and sweep boats are the key leadership positions,
but each member of the group is an equally important link in
the safety chain. It's common sense that trip members should
always look out for other members, but they also must
remember to maintain their position within the group. In
other words, each member must stay behind the lead boater

Cont’d next page
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Group Dynamics, cont’d
and in front of the sweep boater. It is tempting, especially on familiar runs, to
paddle ahead to favorite play spots and rapids. However, this affects the
safety of the entire group. If an accident occurs upstream, every available
hand may be necessary to facilitate a successful rescue.

New Kayaking
Materials Placed in
Public Library
This is the Sea (DVD) by Justine Curgenven.

Furthermore, the act of paddling ahead of the group creates a situation in
which you become a solo paddler, greatly increasing your personal risk
factors. As an example, consider “Bridge” rapid at the end of Piper’s Hole
River, a fun class III wave train. A rock is hidden in this rapid that has
chipped a tooth and cracked a composite helmet. This rock is certainly
capable of rendering an overturned kayaker unconscious. Do you know where
it is located? And could you recover all of your gear while swimming for
shore at this location? A number of scenarios like this can be imagined. Some
may be more far-fetched than others, but the bottom line is that it isn't worth
experiencing any of the possible consequences.

Sea Kayaker Magazine's Handbook of Safety
and Rescue (2003) by Doug Alderson and
Michael Pardy.

When you're sitting in your little kayak on the brink of a roaring rapid it may
seem like an individual sport, but kayaking is very much a team sport.
Surrounding that roaring rapid is an elaborate safety net, and every person in
the group plays an important role in making the safety net function properly.
It is important that all paddlers understand what is expected of them within a
group and that they adhere to those expectations. You never know. Some day
your life might depend on the sweep boater who ended up paddling ahead of
the group, and that would be a tragedy.

Instructor Manual (2005) by Sea Kayak
Instruction & Leadership Systems (SKILS).

Weather and Sea State Notes (2005) by Sea
Kayak Instruction & Leadership Systems
(SKILS).
Navigation Notes (2005) by Sea Kayak
Instruction & Leadership Systems (SKILS).

Guide Manual (2005) by Sea Kayak Instruction
& Leadership Systems (SKILS).
Thanks to Michael Pardy for donating many of
the above items! You can order these through
inter-library loan if you live out of town.

GERARD J. RYAN
Your “PERSONAL” Realtor
(709) 682-8481
GJR@nf.sympatico.ca
www.gerardjryan.ca
Planning on Buying or Selling?
Call Gerard to work with you
“Providing Personal and
Confidential Service”
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Paddling Whitewater Mecca New York
Steve Arns
It was September 2003, and I had been living in Ottawa for just
two weeks when some new paddling buddies invited me along on
a weekend whitewater trip. I hung up the phone with great
anticipation and began to gather my boating gear. This was going
to be my first exploration of the northeastern US whitewater
mecca of New York.
The state of New York is home to some spectacular mountain
ranges, in particular the Adirondacks and the Catskills. As you
might expect, going hand-in-hand with these are a plethora of
rivers, from the smallest streams to steep and big volume rivers
rivaling those found anywhere else.
That first Saturday morning I found myself gearing up at the putin on the Raquette River near Colton, New York. It looked
innocuous enough from the parking lot, and the first rapids below
the dam were fairly straightforward. However, the first big rapid,
Colton Falls, appeared after just 50 metres.
Taking no prisoners (as Dave Mac found out on a visit there with
me a year later - sorry Dave!), this class V rapid drops over a
series of ledges and slides equaling a vertical drop of 20 metres
over about the same distance. The action just keeps on coming,
with massive rapids like Colton Falls for the next five kilometres.
What a way to be introduced to New York!

Steve & Darren on
The Raquette River

Rivers like the Raquette can be found all over New York, although
they aren't all as demanding. The Beaver River, for instance, has
three separate sections ranging from really fun class III to a short
V section that resembles more a water slide then a river. Otter
Creek is a perfect river for those just getting their feet wet with
respect to river running, while the Independence, five minutes
from there, offers a class IV experience that will get any kayaker's
hair standing on end.
Of course, one couldn't mention New York without talking about
the world famous Bottom Moose in Old Forge, the site of the
largest whitewater festival in the northeastern U.S. This classic
run, having only nine rapids, never fails to impress. The smallest
rapid drops 7 metres! On Festival weekend in mid-October, it's
not uncommon to have 200 boaters standing and watching the
carnage at Crystal, a 400 metre long rapid that is definitely the
most exciting (and challenging) on this run.
Although this sounds pretty much like a whitewater heaven, your

hopes of going to New York and boating every day on a beautiful
river will be quickly dashed when you get to the put-in, only to
find that there is no water because it's all flowing through a
diversion pipe coming out of the huge dam at the put-in. Every
single river mentioned above can be paddled following dam
release only, which can sometimes amount to only one day a year,
like the Moshier Falls section of the Beaver. Many rivers don't
even run during the biggest spring floods.
Almost every dam release kayaking opportunity in this state is due
in large part to the efforts of American Whitewater, a not-forprofit whitewater advocacy group and a group of dedicated local
kayakers. There would be far fewer kayaking opportunities here
were it not for them. However, their efforts to free up rivers are
still incomplete. The Raquette, for example, has only been open to
kayakers for three seasons.
This was certainly a different experience after coming from
Newfoundland and Labrador where most of the rivers are free
flowing, and the only people you see on the rivers are the friends
you go with. NL really is a kayaking paradise. Every river is
pristine and beautiful, you can paddle without ever seeing signs of
civilization from put-in to takeout, and access issues are virtually
non-existent. In addition to this, there are first descents galore to
be had, even 20 minutes from St. John's, which is a real treat when
you consider that there is no river reach in New York that hasn't
been boated by somebody.
You might be thinking now “Oh yeah, NL might be clean and free
of other kayakers, but the whitewater must be so much better over
there.” Not true! In my experience, the rivers in NL rival those
anywhere else I've been, not only with respect to scenery and lack
of crowds, but also in terms of difficulty and quality of
whitewater. In fact, of all the rivers I've had the privilege of
paddling, the Northwest River in Terra Nova still ranks as one of
the best rivers, and probably always will.
Hopefully one day many more people will be able to share in the
treasure of whitewater kayaking that is Newfoundland and
Labrador, although hopefully paddling will never be like New
York, at least with respect to the damming of free-flow rivers.
Value what we have - it truly is a gift.
That being said, I also urge you to come on up and visit New
York. They have all kinds of boating, from excellent surfing and
fun river running for everybody, to the hairiest rivers you can
imagine. I've had the pleasure of paddling there with some good
friends from NL, and they've all gone away having had great
experiences. Maybe one day you'll be one of the onlookers
watching people float upside down through Crystal on the Moose.
Or you'll be one of the floaters. Until next time, be safe and have
fun!
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Kayaking Scenic Green Bay
Gilbert Penney
It wasn't the perfect trip, but pretty close...
June 29, 2004. Harvey Rice, Wayne Anstey, Peter Hillier, and I
push off from shore at King's Point, a community at the
southern end of Southwest Arm about 15 minutes drive from
our hometown of Springdale. It's the start of a six-day
kayaking trip that will cover the major portion of scenic Green
Bay. Last July, the four of us spent an equal amount of time
paddling from Springdale to the eastern side of Badger Bay
and back. Shortly thereafter, Harvey and I did a very enjoyable
three-day trip from Middle Arm to Triton.
These adventures, spectacular as they were, had simply
whetted our appetite for more.
Today, laden with six days' worth of food and gear, we are
setting out around noon on a mirror smooth surface. Easing
ourselves gradually into the rhythmic paddling routine that
will soon become automatic, we aim directly across to the
eastern side of the arm and head northwest along the shoreline.
About 20 kilometres later, suddenly battling a brisk northeast
wind, we gingerly round a high headland and seek refuge in
the safe confines of a broad but well protected cove curiously
named “Nicky's Nose Cove.” Up Nicky's Nose we go and land
clumsily on its steep, sandy beach. It’s only about 5:00 in the
afternoon. Not having left King's Point until noon, we were
planning to go farther today. The rough seas on the outside,
however, convince us that here is the perfect place to spend the
night.
There are several summer cabins in the cove, but as far as we
can tell, only one is occupied. A lovely quiet spot for a
campsite.

Conditions aren't too bad when we reach the channel between
Green Bay Island and the tip of the Harry's Harbour peninsula
the next morning, but once through the channel and fully
exposed to the northeast we encounter heavy seas. Huge waves
are rolling into Western Arm and striking exposed rocks with a
vengeance, sending walls of white foam high into the air. The
noise seems deafening. A bit intimidated by this show of
nature's fury, we aim directly south toward a couple of islands
guarding the entrance to yet another arm. The outer one,
Hennessey Island, boasts an interesting sea cave. We were
able to poke our kayaks about 20 metres into this cave during
last summer's visit when the seas were not so confused. The
cave is so small that one must propel oneself forward by
pushing with the hands on both walls. Today we pass it by.
We put ashore for lunch at the southern end of Three Arms,
now totally protected from the elements. We explore this
island which at one time was one of the busiest communities in
Green Bay, as dozens of schooners bound for the Labrador
fishery would use it as a major port of call. Old timers have
said that sometimes there were so many schooners tied up at
Three Arms one could walk across the harbour by leaping
from deck to deck. Today, all that remains are two cemeteries
and an eerie emptiness, a haunting silence hiding a world of
stories that will never be told.
Going directly east, with the waves now coming at us from the
side, we are approaching a mountain of an iceberg just a few
hundred metres off Little Bay Head. We'd like to get a closer
look before rounding the head, which is the most exposed and
dangerous headland in Green Bay. In conditions such as these,
the breakers rebound off the headland, causing choppy
unpredictable waters, and there are no safe places to land.

Even before supper is on, they begin to arrive. Cars, pickups,
quads. People of all sizes, shapes, and ages. Carrying plastic
buckets, grocery bags, huge fish tubs. All headed for the
beach, staring at the water. We soon realize what is going on.
The caplin are coming.
And come they do. Just before dark the water blackens and
boils as masses of frantic caplin wash onto the sand, twisting
and writhing, flashing silver in the gathering darkness. We
watch fascinated as one man wades out and expertly tosses a
cast net in a wide arc, drops it directly into the black water,
pulls it up and empties it, leaving piles of the little fish
cavorting in a frenzied dance of death on the beach. Men,
women, and children rush forward to scoop them up. It seems
like only a matter of minutes before every container is filled
and the beach is deserted, but for a scattered caplin desperately
twisting its body through the sand towards the water's edge.
Left alone to enjoy a fry of fresh caplin, a mug of hot tea, and
the pleasure of each other's company, we sit long into the night
listening to the rhythmic music of restless water lapping
against the shore.

Roasting lobsters at Southern Arm (photo - Gilbert Penney)

Cont’d next page
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Kayaking Scenic Green Bay, cont’d
With the massive berg looming higher, the headland
getting closer, and the deafening roar of pounding sea
growing louder, we raft up and discuss the confused waters
we can see ahead. To go around would be too dangerous.
Better wait for calmer conditions.
That decision made, we paddle a short distance into
Southern Arm and land in a tiny cove, a little bit of sandy
beach carved into the face of a high cliff. We clear a spot
just above the high water mark and set up camp.
In the evening, as we lounge on the beach once again,
watching the ubiquitous caplin roll ashore, we chat with a
couple of lobster fisherman who have pulled into the tiny
cove to check some pots. They sell us four very fresh
lobsters, all of which come to an unfortunate demise
impaled on sticks and baked over an open fire.
The next four days are sunny and hot, and the seas abate
ideal kayaking conditions.
We round Little Bay Head without incident and, while
staying at a respectable distance, are able to get close
enough to the iceberg to snap some spectacular photos.
From there we paddle south, enjoying up-close views of
pinnacles, arches, and myriad other shapes that incessant
pummeling of the ocean has carved into the sheer cliff
face. At South Bill, sort of a mini Little Bay Head, we
change course to the southeast and make a dash directly
across to Little Bay Islands, where we visit a small general
store and another gigantic iceberg before making a long
crossing to the abandoned Paddock's Bight on the “back
side” of Sunday Cove Island. There, we watch a whale
circling in the deep waters of the harbour before setting up
camp.
The sea is oily calm on the fourth day when we paddle
across to the Oil Islands about a kilometre off the western
side of Long Island. The Oil Islands are really one island.
On the map it looks like you can paddle through a narrow
channel that seems to divide it in two, but we discover it to
be impassible, even in a kayak. Hence, we have to go
almost completely around it to reach the beach we are
seeking. Having heard Ingeborg Marshall (author of A
History and Ethnography of the Beothuk) state in a recent
public gathering that the Beothuk had used these islands to
store food just prior to their final extinction as a people, we
definitely want to check them out. So Harvey and Peter
look for the beach while Wayne and I venture deep into the
narrow channel and gather the mussels that grow in
abundance along its rocky bottom.
The beach is really one side of a sliver of land forming a
neck that almost splits the island once again. On the other
side is another beach. The entire neck is a mass of huge
rocks that have been hove up from pounding seas on both
sides, and it is high enough, that from the top, one is
afforded a clear view to the north and south. A perfect
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lookout for Beothuks on the run.
We are truly amazed at what we see. The rocky neck is
pockmarked by a series of large depressions, each several
metres in diameter and about waist deep. Obviously,
humans removed those rocks, and clearly, it was done
many years ago, as the rocks in the depressions are covered
with lichen just as the ones outside. A few, of course, have
been disturbed by recent visitors. The observation that
these could have been places for food storage is certainly
very plausible to us. As we sit here around a tiny fire
boiling our mussels, we muse about the probability that
some Beothuk pushed to the brink of extinction, wary of
the approach of Europeans, also tended fires here.
Visits to Lushes Bight and Grassy Islands fill the
remainder of this day. The former is a quiet little
community on the western side of Long Island. The latter
consist of two low lying, flat rocks in Long Island Tickle
which are populated by thousands of seabirds emitting a
raucous screeching chorus and a foul stench of droppings.
We also visit a mussel farm on the eastern side of Flatrock
Tickle, across which a causeway connects Pilley's Island to
the “mainland.” We camp tonight on a tiny island in the
midst of the mussel farm.

Lassoing bergy-bits (photo - Gilbert Penney)

The next day sees us in Robert's Arm filling up on cold pop
and snack foods before heading across to Hayward's Head
where we gather more mussels for another mussel boil.
After that, it's on to Port Anson, a community on the south
side of Sunday Cove Island. This being the place where
Harvey was born, we linger for awhile and chat with a few
of the locals. Then we continue on through the causeway
where we find a suitable beach and camp spot. It just
happens that not more than a hundred metres offshore from
where we set up camp is another enormous berg, one that
we had been able to view from Springdale for the past
couple of weeks.
We do a wide circle around this mass of ice and marvel at
its sheer size, the blue veins coursing up its sides, and the
Cont’d next page

Kayaking Scenic Green Bay, cont’d
streams of pure water dropping off the edge. Small chunks
have broken off and are bobbing close to shore. We relish the
fresh, pure taste of tiny morsels plucked directly from the salt
water. One large chunk we lasso with a piece of rope, pull it
partially onto the beach and chip off a supply to melt down
and drink. The drink of the gods!

berg has been transformed into two, each one still a significant
iceberg in its own right. All around them are tiny bergy bits
starting to drift off with the wind and tide.
It’s the climax to what has been an amazing kayaking trip.

Later, we bask for several hours in the warm glow of a beach
fire, listening to country songs on a wind-up radio. We retire
to our tents and fall asleep to the music of waves gently
lapping against the shore, and to the steady background trickle
of water falling off the iceberg into the sea. We are one with
nature.
Until 4:50 a.m., that is. A thunderous roar shatters the
quietness and forces the occupants of both tents immediately
to their senses. It is just getting daylight when I take a quick
glance at my watch and then look out through the tent door.
The berg has sprung to life. Harvey and I, from our tent, stare
in horrified fascination as huge pieces break off the left flank
and crash into the sea. The action spreads as chunks begin to
break free on all sides. An especially big piece slides from the
right flank. Suddenly the whole thing splits apart and rolls. In
the dim light, as the shiny white bottom rises up out of the sea,
it looks like a huge wave has been created. And it seems the
wave is rushing directly at us. My first instinct is to get out of
the tent and head for the steep hillside directly behind our
campsite, but I’m frozen, unable to move. It seems like an
eternity, but it's over in an instant. Just like that the massive

Massive bedtime companion (photo - Gilbert Penney)

All that remains is an hour's paddle across a flat calm Hall's
Bay to the popular cabin area of Salt Pond and a relaxing ten
kilometre cruise to the beach below my place in Springdale.
The signs on the Trans Canada Highway marking the
boundaries of the district say it just right. Welcome to scenic
Green Bay!

When you visit their home
...do you know who visits yours?

When you’re out on the water with your
friends, me and my friends will keep your
home safe. Our security systems do more than
protect your home - they give you peace of
mind.
Sit back and enjoy the day...Everything will be
right where you left it.

McGruer Agencies Ltd.
Alliance Security Group
Security is our only business!
Call us today at (709) 722-5478
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Complete Gunsmithing Services Inc.
71 O'Leary Avenue, St. John's, NL, A1B 2C9
Tel. 709-738-6310, Fax. 709-738-6313
completegunsmithing@nf.aibn.com, www.completegunsmithing.net
We take great pleasure in announcing that we are the new dealer for the complete
line of Old Town canoes and kayaks in eastern Newfoundland
ADVENTURE XL139
Polylink: 13'9” $949.00, WR $1085.00
Depth: 14”, Width: 28”, Weight: 56 lbs
Oversized 17" x 43" cockpit
Capacity: 350 lbs
Padded, adjustable, high back folding seat
Adjustable foot braces
Front and rear Space Hatch™

ADVENTURE Xl160
Polylink: 16'0” $1099.00, WR $1240.00
Depth:15”, Width: 26.5”, Weight: 63 lbs
Oversized 18" x 41" cockpit
Capacity: 375 lbs
Padded, adjustable, high back folding seat
Adjustable foot braces
Front and rear Space Hatch™

NANTUCKET
Polylink: 14'9” $1015.00, WR $1150.00
Depth: 13”, Width: 26”, Weight: 61 lbs
Oversized 17" x 33" cockpit
Capacity: 350 lbs
Padded, adjustable, high back folding seat
Adjustable foot braces
Front and rear Space Hatch™

CHARLES RIVERCANOE
Polylink: 15'8”$999.00, RX 16'3” $1366
Blackvinyl gunwales
Nylonweb seats
Polyethylene decks with grab handles
Ash thwart and yoke
Durable,yet lightweight

All of our canoes and kayaks are stored on site in our warehouse. Our new
show room will be open mid-July 2005
***RENTALS AVAILABLE***
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About Whitewater
Stevie Miller
I was asked to write about whitewater kayaking for the KNL
newsletter. I have to say that this could be a really short article
because river kayaking can be described in just three words “It's a
rush”.
Imagine that you are on top of the water one moment, surfing a
beautiful wave. WHAM! Next thing you know you're upside
down. It's dark, cold, loud and you have no idea what's going on.
That is just one of the many times you tip in a day of paddling.

got out of my boat, scurried up the rocks along the river, and did it
again! Four times. Yahoo!
That night while at the movies in the lodge, Darren McDonald and
Steve Arns asked me if I wanted to run the Terra Nova with them. I
was in shock. This was the big guys of the river runners asking me
if I wanted to run a river with them. I said, “Yes, of course.”
But my dreams were quickly shattered. My parents said I couldn't
go.

My name is Steve Miller. I’m 17 years old and an avid paddler,
based out of St. John's.
I first started paddling (in a sea kayak) about four years ago and
hated it! The trips were always too long and hard and all I did was
complain. Then I figured out that the pleasure of kayaking was not
in getting from point A to point B. It was the part in between.
When I found that out, I went head over heels for the sport.
I have already written an article for Ebb & Flow on sea kayaking,
so I'm going to stick with my whitewater side.
The first time I ever went river paddling (whitewater) was on a
cold, snowy/rainy day at the Ruins on the Terra Nova River, during
the KNL Retreat. I was not fond of it (to put it politely) because I
swam (river lingo for rolled over and had to wet exit), got shouted
at for taking my helmet off when on shore (!) and ended up
spending the rest of the day in the van listening to music. I left
with the attitude that the sport sucked, it was cold, wet and you got
shouted at. It did not seem like a lot of fun.
Some time after that episode, I decided to give kayaking another
try. I learned to roll during the pool sessions over the winter and
returned to my second Kayaker’s Retreat out of Traytown - back to
that same Terra Nova River! By this time I had met Mark
Dykeman and had the good fortune to be taken under his wing.
Compared to the previous year and my last attempt at the sport, I
had a ball, and I went on from there.
My impression of this sport is hard to put all into one article. I love
the sport, not only for its amazing diversity and the challenges the
rivers can throw at you, but for the great people whom I've met
through whitewatering. The river and the sport cancel out any
differences of age, and my friends can be almost as old as my
parents (sorry).
One of my favorite parts of river kayaking is that I'm actually
allowed to go out on raging rivers with the support of my family.
I'm an avid mountain biker, and I love that just as much as
kayaking. But sadly, unlike my kayaking side, there is no support
in my family for that. So kayaking is not only a favorite past time,
but it's one of my favorite ways to torment my parents as well. I
can say “Hey, Mom, you see that raging rapid, look, no hands!”

Godzilla in action (photo - Dan Miller)

So I was stuck at the Ruins for another day. However, I attended
Tyler Curtis's class and discovered that a great variety of things
could be done at the Ruins. Tyler is a world class whitewater
kayaker, and was one of the two invited experts at the Retreat. That
day was an eye opener. Tyler's stunts and technique were amazing.
It happened that this was the day that my mom decided to watch
me river kayak. I had just learned how to “ride the pillow” (how to
sit in a wave in front of a large eddy so that you're sort of in a
cradle of fast moving water). I happened to glance up, got my
position, and with a big grin, reached up with one hand and twirled
my paddle in salute.
So all in all, I love this sport. I believe that it has so much
potential. There is much to do in terms of diversifying my skills
(e.g. surfing, doing aerials, extreme rivers, classic river running).
Kayaking can open up the potential for Newfoundlanders and
Labradorians to embrace what we have as a beautiful natural
environment, to take care of what has been given to us, and to
enjoy it for the rest of time. Moreover, whitewater kayaking in the
province is amazing not only because of the quality of our rivers,
but also because of the people involved. I've never met such a finer
crowd of people; never with so much enthusiasm, love and
kindness. Thank you all for showing me this sport.
See you on the river!

Stevie

Since that first cold May day at the Ruins, I have progressed to be
as comfortable on the river today as I am in my own house. Last
year at the Retreat, I spent the first day at the Ruins and ran the
ledge (about a 2 metre drop or more). It seemed like nothing, so I
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Spring won’t last forever
SPRING SALE ENDS MAY 31

2005 FORESTER 2.5X

ST

2005 IMPREZA 2.5RS SPORT WAGON

Subaru symmetrical full-time All-Wheel Drive

Subaru symmetrical full-time All-Wheel Drive

• 2.5L SOHC horizontally-opposed Subaru BOXER engine

• 2.5L SOHC horizontally-opposed Subaru BOXER engine

(165 hp, 166lb-ft of torque)

(165 hp, 166lb-ft of torque)

• AM/FM/CD audio system

• AM/FM/CD audio system

• ABS with 4-channel/4-sensor/4-wheel, front and side-impact SRS airbags

• 10-spoke aluminum alloy wheels

• Power windows and locks with keyless entry

• ABS with 4-channel/4-sensor/4-wheel with Electronic

• 60/40-split-folding rear seats, six-way manual adjustable driver’s

Brake-Force Distribution (EBD)

seat with lumbar support, passive safety head restraints

• 6-way manual adjustable driver’s seat
• Cruise control, power windows and locks with keyless entry

PURCHASE FINANCING
FROM
*

%

27,995

$
M.S.R.P.

*

FOR 48 MONTHS

1.8

**

%

22,995

$
M.S.R.P.

**

FOR 60 MONTHS

CAPITAL
33-37 Elizabeth Ave.

726-9900

www.capital.subarudealer.ca

23482-0

1.8

PURCHASE FINANCING
FROM

Financing programs available through GMAC. *1.8% purchase financing for 48 months and applicable for 2005 Forester 2.5X model 5 J1 QW, MSRP $27,995. Limited time offer. Offer applicable OAC and dealer may sell for less. Monthly payment and cost of borrowing will vary depending on amount borrowed. Financing example: $20,000
at 1.8% per annum equals $432.15 per month for 48 months. Cost of borrowing $743.20 for an obligation total of $20,743.20. **1.8% purchase financing for 60 months and applicable for 2005 Impreza 2 .5RSV, model 5F1 RSV, MSRP $22,995. Financing example: $20,000 at 1.8% per
annum equals $348.80 per month for 60 months. Cost of borrowing $928.00 for an obligation total of $20,928. See dealer for deta ils on other available financing options. Offer available at participating dealers only. Program expires May 31, 2005.

Norway has a kayaking stamp. Maybe it’s time
Canada had one as well?
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Aced!
Bill Walker
I had qualms about the stroke clinic from the beginning. It was
advertised for level one paddlers. I'm level one, but my braces
are pitiful. No stroke clinic would leave out bracing. I saw
myself continually capsized. With an unreliable right hand roll,
and a non-existent left hand one, I could see a long afternoon,
with the instructor continually interrupted, as someone had to
get Walker back in his boat.
With some trepidation, I called Neil Burgess a couple of days
ahead of the clinic, half hoping no spots would be left. "No
problem," he said cheerfully. "I'll put you down for the
Saturday afternoon session.”
Long Pond that Saturday was a scorcher of a day. If you're
going to turn your boat upside down, this was the day for it. Ty
Evans had just come off the morning session. He mentioned
that the morning clinic only covered forward and sweep
strokes. Everything was looking up - no bracing and a warm
pond in the event that I did capsize.
After introductions and a quick warm up, our instructor,
Michael Pardy, told us the afternoon session would cover the
forward stroke and the sculling brace. Oh, jeez! Why didn't I
do the morning session! Ty could roll his boat if there was an
elephant tied to it. He gets the easy morning session. Me, with
a faulty roll and no brace, gets the bracing session. Just my
luck.
We spend forty-five minutes working on the forward stroke. I
pick up a few tips. Great. Then Michael switches to the
sculling brace.
"Here we go," I say to myself. "Be calm. If you miss a brace
make a couple of determined attempts at your roll. Don't bail
out right away.”
I do a couple of tentative braces. Then just ahead of me, I see
someone go in. He can't roll up; has to be rescued. Five
minutes later, another capsize and assisted rescue. Off to my

left another capsize. Again no roll. Another rescue required.
"Okay, I'm not the worst level one here," I say to myself.
"Make a serious attempt at edging your boat, and hold it with
the sculling brace." I push my boat further on edge, holding it
with my new brace. Holding. Holding. Then I see the water
come up to me. Then I'm under. Then, upside down. "Wait…
wait.…reach.… arch.… sweep.…right angle, hipflick,
tuck…." Miraculously, I'm up. No assisted rescue needed. I
miss three more braces that afternoon, and roll up each time.
Towards the end of the session, I'm even doing an assisted
rescue for another paddler who's out of his boat.
Driving home that day, I'm feeling slightly euphoric. Capsized
four times. No setup. Rolled up each time. I hear myself say,
"Man, I think I've just about got this kayaking stuff aced."
The following day I go with some other paddlers to Brigus for
a day paddle. Never paddled out of Brigus before. So, I'm
looking forward to it. Feeling confident after the previous days
efforts.
Nice, casual, relaxed paddle in the morning. Great rock
features. Whales. Leisurely lunch in Caplin Cove.
Then after lunch on the paddle back, conditions change
dramatically, quickly. My confidence in my roll, so strong the
evening before, evaporates. Haunting doubts about my bracing
ability creep in. Before getting out of the relative shelter of
Cupids Cove, I realize that finishing this paddle is not in the
cards this day. I go ashore in Cupids and take a taxi back to my
car. Three of the other paddlers are able to paddle back to
Brigus.
In just one paddle, I realize I'm far from having this stuff aced;
that I've got a long way to go yet, and a lot of work to do.
Time to start thinking about that level two course.

Bill, boat, beautiful Belleview
(photo - Alison Dyer)
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Learning Adventure in B.C.
Ian Fong
I recently returned from one of my best paddling experiences ever,
a CRCA Level 4 Sea Kayaking course based out of Victoria, B.C.
It was one of those trip-of-a-lifetime situations which included my
first time paddling in the Pacific Ocean, meeting wonderful
paddlers from across the country, and being taught by some of the
best instructors in Canada.
Through a series of events started by Richard Alexander and
Michael Pardy, a cadre of Newfoundlanders (Craig Burden and
Kevin Taylor of Corner Brook, Jason Holley and myself) made the
trip to expand our kayaking knowledge and experience. The
course ran from March 27-31. I know, I know! Taking a kayaking
course in March sounds crazy, but the weather and water
temperatures up there were close to what we get during our
summer down here!
There were nine participants in all, and we were pleasantly
surprised to find out there was representation from Montreal,
Toronto, Vancouver, and Victoria. What a smorgasbord of people,
talent and experience! Michael taught the course with Doug
Alderson, both Senior Instructor Trainers. They were assisted by a

group of friendly and experienced paddlers.
So, you ask, “What does a Level 4 Sea Kayaking course in B.C.
include?” It's hard to sum it up in a few words, but here's the gist
of it: beautiful coastline and scenery (very tall trees, eagles, lots of
seals); big conditions (six foot surfing waves at Jordan River;
channels with 3 knot currents 3 kilometres across); and rescue
training (how do you get back in your boat with only one arm?). It
may sound scary but the instructors were great and nobody was
asked to do anything s/he didn't feel up to.
Was it worth it? Damn straight! I don't know which was best, my
own personal improvements, the experience of paddling in the
Pacific, or the contacts made with great paddlers from all over
Canada. Stay tuned for a more detailed trip description on the
KNL Trip Reports web page.
Michael Pardy is the Director of SKILS (www.skils.ca).

KNL Sets up Coastal Land use Committee
Peter Armitage
Many of us have questions about land use in the coastal parts of
our province, particularly forms of land use that can have a
negative impact on the environment or on our enjoyment of the
great outdoors. As kayakers, many of us have encountered serious
garbage problems that ruin the aesthetics of what is supposed to be
a wild and natural landscape. A case in point is the barachoises in
Placentia Bay. Many of them look like they were cloned from the
Robin Hood Bay dump. What kayaking guide would want to bring
tourists to these places?
Many of us have also noticed that some of the best landing and
camping locations in certain bays around the island have been
taken for cabin development. This popped into my consciousness
about 5 years ago when, Linda Hruszowy, Mark Dykeman and I
did a four-day paddle from Burnside to Flat Islands in Bonavista
Bay. We had a hard time finding a decent place to camp the first
night out, because the best spots had cabins built there. Who wants
to set up their tent on someone's front lawn? Isn't one of the
attractions of sea kayaking the ability to escape urban life for a
short time to “chill out” in the great solitudes of our “supernatural”
outdoors?
The KNL executive recently established a coastal land use
committee to conduct research into the matter of cabin
development in coastal areas. We're not jumping to any
conclusions here. Also, we're certainly NOT taking issue with the
cabins that former residents and their descendants have built at
resettled villages. We want to find out if there really is a problem
with disappearing public spaces along our coastline. Once we've
gathered some data, and analyzed the situation in some detail, we
hope to draft a position paper to help us in discussions with the
provincial government.
We'd like your help with this research. We're hoping to compile a
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list of good landing and camping locations around coastal
Newfoundland (Labrador will come later). For the time being, this
information will be kept confidential. However, eventually, the
information may be placed on the KNL web site, but only if
suitable land use protection measures are in place. This
information could help you with your trip planning.

Great camping spot.
Oops! Too bad, someone
got there before you.
Cabin on a Bonavista Bay
island
(photo - Peter Armitage)

The next time you're out paddling in some coastal corner of the
Province, please take note of good landing and camping areas.
Criteria for good landing and camping areas include (1) beach
suitable for landing kayaks (sand, gravel, boulders not too large),
and (2) flat, dry ground located near the landing zone. The
availability of fresh water near to the landing zone is a real plus,
but not essential, as we can always bring our own water to the site.
A copy of a “Sea kayak landing and camp site data sheet” is
included with this issue of Ebb & Flow. Please use this to record
your information about your landing and camping sites. The data
sheet can also be found on the KNL website
www.kayakers.nf.ca/members_lounge/landusedatasheet.html

Floats, Ropes & Towing Boats - Part 2
A Personal Perspective on Towing Sea Kayaks

Richard Alexander
As the wind increased, my group began to adopt an “every
man for himself” sort of mentality. There was probably a
hundred metres between the lead paddler and the last paddler
with the less efficient paddlers pulling up the rear. Those at
the back were slowly making headway but definitely
beginning to show signs of fatigue. Since we didn't have far to
go to shore, I decided to allow everyone to make his/her own
way in and to sort things out once we arrived on shore.
Was this a good decision? Looking back, the only thing good
about it was that I learned never to do it again. The stronger
paddlers were able to land long before the tail end of the group
was out of the worst of it. By the time I recognized that a tow
was going to be necessary, the strongest paddlers in the group
were nowhere to be found. I had to assist two paddlers by
myself to make it safely to shore.
When is the Best Time to Begin Towing?
My logic is, if you think someone might need a tow, they do.
Begin towing as soon as you think you might have to. Towing
early keeps things from escalating and will end a difficult tow
sooner. The sooner you being towing the sooner the situation
will be resolved. Tow first - ask questions later.
Think about towing this way. If you are hiking up a hill and
begin to become a little winded, what do you do? You stop
and sit down. Unfortunately in sea kayaking you can't do this.
If you stop, you end up being blow backwards thereby making
more work for yourself. Towing is simply a way to give
someone a chance for a bit of a break.

Make your team of towers aware of their roles before you leave the
beach (photo - Jamie Lewis)

The Psychology of Towing
This “tow first ask questions later” policy, as sensible as it may
be, does introduce a bit of “human nature” into the situation.
Most people tend to resist being towed early in the game. It's
only after they recognize that they're not going to be able to
make it on their own that they readily accept a tow. This
resistance can be for any number of reasons. Some people
may be determined to make it under their own power. They
want to tough it out and do this by themselves. Others may be

aware that towing is physically challenging for the person
doing the tow, and may not want to put a friend through that
physical discomfort. The person needing a tow may be
embarrassed about being towed. S/he may not want the
feeling of being a burden or “holding everyone back.” These
reasons may not be verbalized by the person needing the tow,
but they are typically there somewhere under the surface. Be
aware that if you move in for a tow, you may meet with some
opposition.
The reality is that the person needing a tow may be putting the
safety of the entire group at risk and because s/he is unable to
stop and sit down, as would happen without question in a
hiking situation, s/he needs a tow. As paddlers gain a better
understanding of the necessity of towing, people may become
a little more comfortable with it, but this resistance may never
completely go away.
My solution to this issue is never to ask if someone would like
a tow. If you ask s/he may say no, and then you have a
discussion on your hands. Again, if I think someone may need
a tow, it's time to tow. I just tell the person what I’m doing and
then do it. “I’m just going to give you a little help so we can
get out of the wind quicker.” A discussion with the group about
this philosophy of towing before departure helps.
Who Should do the Towing?
I like to have towers designated before I even leave the beach.
If I’m in a leadership role, I tend to assign the towing to others
in the group. I prefer to stand back and continually assess the
situation, and allow a “senior” paddler in the group to do the
tow. This allows me to direct or conduct the group toward the
end goal of getting out of the wind. If a second person is
needed to assist the tow to make headway, I can easily solicit
help from the group. If I immediately jump into the tow
myself, I would handicap my ability to lead and manage the
group. My first tower is, surprising enough, not the strongest
paddler in the group but the second strongest. The reason for
this will become obvious in the section on tandem towing, but
suffice to say, I save my trump card until I absolutely need it.
The Best Tow System
What is the best towing system ever devised? The answer is
the double kayak. Stick a paddler having difficulty in a double
with a strong paddler in the stern and the problem becomes
much smaller. Any system of towing in inherently inefficient,
so if a double kayak is available, use it.
Contact Tow
The quickest deployable towing method is perhaps the contact
tow. The paddlers face each other with the person needing the
tow leaning over the tower's boat. The tower can quickly
paddle both boats out of harm's way without the need to attach
Cont’d next page
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Floats, Ropes & Towing Boats, cont’d
ropes. It is quick and great for a short distance. Reaching
the water on the far side of the victim's boat is sometimes
difficult depending on the size of the boats. Moving the
hands along the loom to extend the paddle on the far side
may help. The person being towed is not a passive
bystander in this scenario. S/he needs to prevent water from
bunching up between the boats by keeping the kayaks
together with his/her arms and lower body. S/he can even
help increase the speed of the boats by edging (putting
his/her boat on its side). The increased speed comes from
decreasing the wetted area of the hull, similar to putting a
canoe on its side when paddling solo (for those of you with a
canoeing background).
Pig Tail
The second method of a short “quick extraction” would be to
attach a very short rope commonly called a pig tail or cow
tail. It is typically a length of bungee attached to a specially
fitted PFD with a beaner on the other end. Some paddlers
make their own short length of rope and attach it somewhere
on their deck rigging. This pig tail method is useful when in
tight confines such as a cave or in a rock garden. The person
being towed can help paddle and/or brace, but because the
two boats are close together, manoeuverability is limited.
The pig tail removes the necessity of the victim having to
keep the boats together – useful with inexperienced
paddlers.

The Pig Tail tow system is quick to deploy but limits
manoeuvrability (photo - Jamie Lewis)

Rope Tows
The next step would be to deploy a rope tow system in a
short version, and then finally an extended version with the
full fifteen metres of rope. I use the short length of rope
(about one to one and a half kayak lengths) for paddling in a
head wind, and extend the rope in a following sea. The
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longer rope used in a following sea helps prevent the towed
boat from accidentally colliding with the lead boat.
Experiment with different lengths until you find the best
arrangement for the sea conditions and wavelengths.
The Tandem Tow
Towing is physically challenging. If you have never towed
for a long distance and want to gain an appreciation for it,
try tying your boat to a wharf and paddle full out for half an
hour. I’m joking of course, but bear in mind that if
conditions are such that someone in your group is unable to
make headway, and you attach a tow system, you still have
to move yourself forward and give part of your power and
momentum to a second paddler. More often than not, two
towers are necessary to make things move. I have seen
several ways presented in books and on courses to
accomplish this concept of a “tandem” tow. One method is a
“V” tow where the two boats doing the towing each clip to
the victim's boat at the bow and move forward in a “V”
formation. In practice, this formation is difficult to maintain
and a lot of energy is wasted with steering. If the two ropes
being used in the tow are of different lengths, the problem is
even worse. For these reasons I have opted not to teach the
“V” tow on my courses.
In-Line Tandem Tow
What does work for me is the “in-line” tandem tow. In this
formation, the towing boaters put all their effort in the
desired direction. The first tower clips on as in a single tow.
If unable to make significant headway, the second tower
moves in to add power by clipping to the bow of the first
tower's boat. It helps if the lead paddler is the strongest
paddler as this reduces the slack in the line that inevitably
occurs, improving the efficiency of the entire tow. This is
another reason not to use your strongest paddler first.
The Anchor
Another reason to deploy a tow is to act as an anchor.
Imagine a scenario where a T-rescue is being affected close
to a rocky outcrop. The rescue is taking longer than
expected and the two paddlers are being blown dangerously
close to the rocks. A third paddler can rectify this situation
by attaching a tow to the rescuer's boat and pulling the pair
away from the rocks or simply anchoring the pair to prevent
further drift in the direction of the danger. It is important
that the tow be attached to the rescuer's boat and not the
swimmer's boat, as the rescuer needs to manipulate the
swimmer's boat. As well, the rescuer is the most important
person in this scenario. If at anytime it becomes necessary
to pull the plug on the rescue, the anchoring tower can
quickly extract the rescuer and prevent an escalation of the
situation.
Stability
It is common for someone having difficulty paddling in wind
to also have difficulty staying upright. You can add some

Cont’d next page

Floats, Ropes & Towing Boats, cont’d
additional stability by dropping the rudder of the towed boat but
often this is insufficient.
In some books on sea kayaking, the solution is to raft up the
paddler in need with another member of the team and have a
third person tow the raft. This works in moderate wind, but
rafting two boats together significantly increases the drag and
power needed to move forward. The only credible solution I
have found for stability in strong wind involves a combination of
a contact/pigtail tow and a long tow. The boats position
themselves bow to stern with a pigtail attached to the bow of the
boat needing the tow. A third boat then clips in by running a line
through the forward deck line of the boat providing stability and
clipping the beaner to the rear deck line of the boat needing the
tow. The power of this configuration is that the paddler
providing stability is also able to assist with forward propulsion.
If necessary, another tower could attach to the first tower as in an
inline tandem tow and add even more power. This is an
excellent configuration but needs to be practiced.

The pigtail/rafted tow
provides both stability
and propulsion.

A Word About Clipping In
The obvious place to attach a rope to a boat is the bow toggle.
This is fine but attaching to the decklines of the boat may be a
better option. If it were possible, the ideal place to attach a
towrope would be a spot on the keel just aft of the bow. Towing
at this spot would have the effect of lifting the bow and dropping
the stern deeper in the water. This would help with directional
stability. I have seen a short length of rope with two beaners
used to accomplish this, but few people carry such a devise.
Attaching to the decklines at the bow may keep the rope a little
lower than the toggle and provide some resistance to turning by
having the taunt line maintain contact with the bow of the boat.
When towing two kayaks side by side (in a raft type
configuration), pass the towline clip under the deckline of one
boat and attach it to the deckline that is closest to the first boat
(see diagram). This configuration has the effect of squeezing the

bows together once strain is applied to the rope, preventing water
from piling up between the boats and slowing the whole raft
down. This configuration also enables the helper to release the
tow by simply paddling forward and allowing the rope to play
through his or her deckline.

Attaching as illustrated
will both squeeze the
boats together and allow
the helper to move
forward to release if
necessary.

The ability to work the tow system through the decklines is
enhanced by loose decklines (as should be the case) and in the
bit of movement of the float along the rope next to the beaner as
was mentioned in the last article on towing.
What Went Wrong?
Retrospection is an important element in towing. If you had to
tow someone, it may be a good idea to ask yourself why the
paddler was in conditions where he or she needed a tow in the
first place? My most memorable towing experiences (read the
sarcasm here) have been when I made an error in judgment. The
errors were directly related to my understanding of the paddler's
ability and the conditions being faced. It is important to know
the abilities of those in your group and err on the side of caution.
We all make mistakes, and if a tow was needed, an analysis of
the decisions that lead to the tow might be in order. The fact is,
when we have to tow, we have probably gone beyond someone's
limit.
The next installment of “Float, Ropes and Towing Boats” will
examine the pros and cons of some of the systems on the market
today.
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Tack’s Beach 2004
On an August morning, in Placentia Bay
There's a wisp of fog to start the day
And a slight breeze blowing from the sea
The crowd is waiting anxiously.
There's a happy feeling on the pier
As a group of kayakers appear
With their little boats of colours bright
And their rubber boots, oh what a sight!
The gear is loaded carefully
Enough for a weekend, hopefully
There's coolers, cameras, clothes, and beer
And musical instruments everywhere.
How beautiful the scenery
As we pass the islands, coves, and bays
How wonderful to see again
The pretty cabins and our old friends.

His car is wet from the driving rain
But with WD 40 it started again.
Just one more thing before we part
A group photo on the wharf
Looking worse for wear, a motley crew
In an hour or two we'll be good as new.
Thanks to the locals who lent a hand
Especially Brian and Freeman
Thank you Sheldon for the fish
It sure made for a tasty dish.
Thank you George for your rooms
Thank you Gary for your tunes
Thank you all for a weekend filled with fun
Next time I hope we'll see some sun.
Rolly Eales and Vera Mitchell
August 2004

The sun shone brightly all the day
The kayaks glided on the bay
As night approached and the paddling o'er
Guests were arriving at the door.
The entertainment soon began
As Dr. Cleary joined the band
And Peter played his tambourine
It's Stevie's birthday, he's seventeen.
In acapella, Paul sang along
His favourite anti-confederate songs
He walked to Baker's Cove each night
With MacPhee, Kaye, and Simmons wearing
Miner's lights
Next day we went to visit Phil
On our returning near Broad Cove Hill
The thunder rolled and the rain did pour
We sought refuge at Freeman's door.
That night the guests arrived again
Seeking some shelter from the rain
The Holletts also came at night
With Pius Greene from “Stogger Tight.”
Such a version of “Puff” you never heard
And Sue tried to recall the words.
Then John and Sherrill played along
And Barb joined in those freedom songs.
On Sunday morning, it blowed a gale
No kayaks launched, we roamed the trail
Called for Dave Slade to come next day
'Cause another storm is underway.
Another party soon ensued
We sang “Oh, Donna” and “Hey, Jude”
Monday morning broke to a stark calm
As we left Tack's Beach behind again.
Dan's very tired, as the photos show
And Brian Duffett's in for a blow
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In August 2004, a group of KNL
members hit Tack’s Beach, Placentia
Bay, once again. They took Vera and
Rolly with ‘em. Vera is a former
resident of the resettled community.
Wind and fog prevented paddling for
much of the stay, but Vera’s guided
tour of the community, and musical
soirees fed the mind and nourished
the soul.
Photo (top) - Vera getting the gang
together for the tour.
Photo (left) - Vera and her guitar.
Mike Kay and Brian MacPhee in the
background.
Photos - John Knight

Atlantic Perspective on the 2005 Piper's Hole River Festival
An Interview with Nova Scotian Paddlers Kelsey Thompson,
Dustin Barker & Chantal Cox

Betsy Willson & Geoff Minielly
Organized by Kevin England and Chris Buchanan, this year's
Piper's Hole River Festival was a huge success for two reasons.
Not only was KNL able to attract a record turnout of whitewater
kayaking participants (~30+) and an enthusiastic crowd of
spectators, but for the first time we bridged the gap across the
Gulf of St. Lawrence and attracted three enthusiastic Nova
Scotians. Kelsey Thompson, Dustin Barker, and Chantal Cox
all have different backgrounds and experience levels when it
comes to whitewater kayaking, but what they have in common
is a love of the sport and a desire to explore whatever
opportunities paddling may bring their way. Thanks to a little
bit of e-mail coaxing, convincing these three to experience
Newfoundland's whitewater was easily done.
Kelsey, aged 19, is currently a member of the Canadian Men's
Freestyle team and just returned from competing in the World
Freestyle Competition in Penrith, Australia. He immediately
strikes you as a somewhat shy and unassuming type for having
achieved such a level of sporting success at a young age. Those
who enviously watched him perform his playboating moves on
the water over the weekend all agreed he will be one to watch!

What would you consider to be the highlights of your visit?
(All)
w Friendly accepting kayaking community
w Meeting women kayakers (inspiration)
w Well-organized event
w Creeking opportunity with Chris B.
w Chance to meet our paddling neighbours
Lowlights (All)
w Missing out on lunch!
w Leaking paddling mittens
w Cold water - it's spring in N.S.
w Tendency to be hesitant on new rivers
How will you capture your Newfoundland experience?
(Dustin) In a week's time you should see some edited footage
on our website from Piper's, and some of the creeking we did
with Chris Buchanan prior to heading out to Swift Current.
Make sure to check it out! Also, Kelsey will be writing a trip
report on our travels which will also be posted.
What is your opinion of the surf hole we all love to hate at
Piper's - “Big Nasty”? (Kelsey) The name says it all. It's big
and it's definitely nasty. Actually I think it's really a great spot
to get used to surfing in a big hole that's intimidating but not too
consequential. As long as you stay on the river right side you'll
be flushed out no problem. Considering Tak's performance on
Sunday at Big Nasty, I would give him a rating of 8.5 out of 10.
He looked like he enjoyed himself.

Kelsey looking steady in a side surf position on the 3rd Rodeo wave
(photo - Dan Miller)

In his early twenties, Dustin clearly lives and breathes for the
excitement of kayaking, although it sounds like ocean surfing
(in a kayak) is his real passion. His dedication to paddling has
lead him to create an Atlantic whitewater web-based portal that
KNL members are encouraged to visit
www.atlantickayaker.com.
Our third visitor, Chantal, is the daughter of Canadian Freestyle
Team manager Harold Cox, and can best be described as
“kayaking videographer extraordinaire.” With steady camera
hands developed while shooting paddling videos for her father
since the tender age of 12, Chantal is no stranger to the
kayaking scene, and her experienced eye lead her to some
insightful comments for this interview.

Out of all the paddlers you met this weekend, who would you
identify as the “up and comer” amongst the group?
(Dustin, Kelsey) Definitely Andrew from Clarenville. We were
really surprised that he had only been paddling for a year, given
his skill level. He seemed to be having so much fun on the
water, and was willing to push himself, something that will
benefit his growing abilities. (Chantal) I would choose Paul
Rose because, with a few tips from Kelsey, his loops were
really improving. He is obviously a quick learner.
How does the Piper's Hole River Festival compare to the
Bang's Falls Rodeo your group will be organizing for the end
of April? (Dustin) What is different about our event is that it is
centred about a single river feature (Bang's Falls) as opposed to
using several different waves as was done at Piper's. Instead of
a team river polo game, which we all participated in on
Saturday, and which was very fun by the way, we hold a
“boater-cross” event which is basically a down-river race with
everyone organized into heats of four. Also, our biggest worry,
as you've seen, is Kelsey. It's basically a competition for second
and third place when he's around.

Cont’d next page
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Piper’s Hole, cont’d
Kelsey, are you participating in the Boatercross, and if so,
what will be your strategy? The general strategy for that
one is every man (or woman) for himself. That's how I will
be playing.
What about you Chantal? What will your role in the
Rodeo be? (Chantal) I plan to be shooting some video and
minimizing the travel up and down the riverbank. Piper's
was a bit of a trek in!
Kelsey, what was your introduction/inspiration to get into
kayaking? My first introduction to whitewater kayaking
was a rafting trip I did with the Scouts down in Maine on
the Penobscot River. Myself and a friend saw some guys
doing tricks and kayaking on the river, and we thought it
looked really cool. So when we got back to Nova Scotia,
we started searching around for some used boats, and at the
age of 16, I convinced my parents to send me on a week
long course at Liquid Skills on the Ottawa. I earned my
way there by digging out the foundation for our cottage at
home with a pick and shovel. Excellent training for
kayaking! It was that experience on the Ottawa that really
sparked my interest. With the fun tricks I learned and the
warm water and great instruction, I was hooked.

whole park where the competition was held can be changed
around to make the features slightly different, they don't
tend to change things much.
Who impressed you the most in Australia? (Kelsey) I
would have to say it was Canadian team member Billy
Harris. He is a great guy, and based on his performances
early in the competition, everyone thought he was going to
win. He put a lot of pressure on himself towards the end,
and that may have hurt his final heat results. What I like
about him is that he is so high energy and willing to help
everyone out. In the one week during the competition, I
think he made 10 trips to the airport to pick people up or
drop them off. That just shows what kind of person he is.

Dustin in a front surf position as Geoff Minielly, Darren McDonald
and Jim Price await their turn in the eddy (photo - Dan Miller)

What would you consider an essential skill to becoming a
Canadian Freestyle Team Member? (Kelsey) The
willingness and creativity to mess with your boat. Duct tape
and heat gun talents are compulsory when it comes to boat
repairs. Having watched lots of “Red and Green Show” reruns might help.
An airborne Kelsey showing us what a loop looks like mid-flip
(photo - Dan Miller)

Can you tell us a bit about your experience at the World
Freestyle Competition and how you ended up placing 59th
in the senior men's category? (Kelsey) I actually qualified
in Alberta for the Canadian team as a junior member since I
was 18 at the time and would be 18 for the competition in
Penrith, Australia. However, due to the way they set up the
rules, I had to compete as a senior men's participant. My
favourite part was getting a chance to paddle with all the big
names out there, and to be a part of it all, as opposed to just
a spectator. It was kind of like living a dream that I never
expected to achieve. I have only been paddling for just over
3 years. The part I didn't like was the main wave feature we
competed on. It was quite flushy, and towards the end (I
spent 2 months there), I was pretty sick of it. Although the
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We hear you will be spending your summer job
“shadowing” some of the big names in kayaking this
summer at Liquid Skills on the Ottawa River. How will
you deal with troublesome kayaking clients, especially
those older women who like to latch onto young, attractive
kayak guides? (Kelsey) When it comes to “cougars,” the
best rule of thumb is to keep your skirt on.
Thanks to all three of you, and we hope you enjoyed your
paddling adventures in Newfoundland. We'll stay tuned to
your website for future events, and maybe this will be the
first of many meetings on the water. It sounds like there
may be a few KNL members intrigued by your surf festival
in the fall.

Spring Kayaking Sale!
Spring has officially sprung at The Outfitters, and we have some
great deals to help you get geared up for the paddling season! Hurryin, this sale ends July 3, 2005!
DRY STORAGE
& DECK BAGS

SEA KAYAKS
Seaward Quest X3,
Reg $3695 sale $2995

Select Seal Line Dry Bags,
20% off

Seaward Navigator,
Reg $3460, sale $2895

Northwater and Outbound
Deck Bags,
15% off

PADDLES
Select Aquabound Paddles,
$99 and up

Otter Boxes,
20% off

Select Grey Owl Paddles,
$79 and up

PFDs
Lotus Designs PFDs,
Reg $145-$159,
sale $109-$119

SAFETY
All Whitewater Helmets,
10% off

SPRAY DECKS

Kokatat Towing Systems,
30% off

Snap Dragon and
Bomber Gear Spray Decks,
15% off

Northwater Large Throw Bags,
Reg $60, sale $39

THERMAL
PROTECTION
Whites Discovery Dry Suits,
Reg $465, sale $349
Whites Farmer John
and Jane Wet Suits,
Tax-In
Kokatat Gore-Tex Dry Suits,
$995

WE ARE YOUR KAYAK SPECIALISTS!

• We will beat any advertised price on
any accessory or kayak!
• Try before you buy - we offer
regular kayak demo sessions!
• Great service is our #1 priority!

Select Brooks
Neoprene Spray Decks,
$99 and up

RACK SYSTEMS
Complete Yakima Rack
Systems with kayak saddles,
starting at $399
Yakima Hully Rollers and
Mako Saddles,
$159 for the set
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Your Marine Synopsis . . .
indicates an approaching low-pressure system. But this forecast is for an area of more than 70,000 square
kilometers. You want to be off the water when the low arrives but you don’t want to spend the day sitting on the
beach either. Will there be any indication from the water that the low is approaching? You bet! Keeping track
of the wind direction can be an accurate warning of an approaching system. If the wind begins to back (change
in a counter clockwise direction) there is a good chance that a low pressure system has begun to enter your
area and you should expect the wind speed to increase.
Weather prediction is just one of the many safety skills taught on our courses. Visit our web site and download
our new 2005 Catalog of courses including a number of new offerings such as Surf and Current for Sea Kayaks
and Rough Water Rescue. Drop us a line at 726-0516 or nfkayakco@nf.sympatico.ca.

The Newfoundland
www.nfkayak.com

Kayak Company

